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Salerno Bridgehead

September 19.

The German withdrawal from all but the northern end of the Salerno

bridgehead has been confirmed by further movements during the night.
Pivoting on the Salerno battle area containing the two roads through
the mountains to Naples plain, Germans have now swung their whole line

back from the south. This pivotting back of the German forces is in a

large degree due to the arrival of the Eighth Army and thus the Eighth Army

repays its debt to the Fifth, for it was due to the Fifth Army's landing and

retention of the Salerno bridgehead that Montgomery's men had been able to

make rapid progress practically unopposed from Italy's toe.

A feature of the Germans’ new dispositions is the tight hold they have

continued to keep on both roads from Salerno to Naples. Heavy mortar fire

and machine gun positions held up the advance, and they are still on

peaks in the hills commanding the valleys. It is apparent that in these

areas the Germans have so far merely drawn in forward defences.

Patrols reporting "No. contact” in places where they had been skirmishing

for more than a week with the Germans found they had some fighting to do a

little way behond in the sane wooded hill country. But during the day,
however, they pushed, the Germans off '.Whitecross Hill and Bimple a feature

which had been disputed and won end lost by both sides for
... week.

The weariness of the German troops as a result of the ceaseless fighting

they have had to do to keep troops within bridgehead has resulted the last day
or so in a number of desertions end ready surrenders by the Germans, including

officers. They complained most of the British shelling. Once half a dozen

Germans walked into the open and when the Commandos”;- fired a shot at then,

expecting them to surrender, they merely began to laugh, then to slap their

hips and roar louder so that the whole valley echoed with ecstasy of their

mirth. Each one of them was suffering from severe shell shook after a long

period in a position being shelled by cur guns.

According to a man caught behind the German line the Gomans were

taking boots, rings, and money from the Italian soldiers returning

to their village hones. Sometimes the Germans opened fire on groups of

Italian troops shooting many of them down* They executed others with the

sane apparent lack of cause. One was .an Italian soldiers who had just
reached home and been reunited* with his family after an absence in the army

for five year's.
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